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After the crash of a explosive-laden seaplane into the aft end of The Sea Empress as it left a

Caribbean island, the luxury cruise ship has been refurbished and repaired and leaves Rome for it's

first trans-Atlantic voyage for the Caribbean. Danny and Marsha Jones once again are leading the

security team for the flagship of The Seven Seas Company. She, a retired U. S. Secret Service

agent and Danny retired as a homicide cop in Maryland find new challenges in protecting the

passengers and ship from terrorists threats and cold-blooded killers. How does the voyage of the

Sea Empress take on a surprise guest and set the stage for an assassination attempt in the ship's

theatre? How does the acclaimed Broadway actor, brother of the President of the United States play

a role in thawing relations with the communist dictator of Cuba?Read on and find the latest use of

new media in the breaking news of the day with the dictator of Venezula coming into conflict with

Cuba. Learn of the adventures of Capt. Johnny Black as he begins snorkling trips for Sea Empress

passengers and trades dealing with the backstabbing politicians of the Maryland General Assembly

for the peace and tranquility of swimming with sharks. Tired of boring cruises with ports that all look

alike? Try a trip on The Sea Empress once again, following up on the adventures first brought to life

in The Privateer Clause. This second book in this Caribbean murder series of the Marsha & Danny

Jones cruise thrillers by Ken Rossignol is sure to liven up your deck time with your ebook

reader....Smooth Sailing on The Sea Empress!
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Length: print, 118 pages; audio format, 2 hours 24 minutes. Kindle Sales Rank when this review

was posted 264,521.I've reviewed a large number of publications published by this self-published

writer.Some of his nonfiction is outstanding, while a few are less useful. One nonfiction title, KLAN:

The Killing of America, which he compiled using news reports, is among the best nonfiction I've ever

read. His tabloid periodical, The Chesapeake Today, is probably the most sensational,

controversial, politically incorrect periodicals in existence, but I find it fun reading for hilarity, and

interesting reading due to some fine fishing writing by Larry Jarboe.Having said that, I also read one

of his fiction titles, the first in this series about a husband and wife private eye team. That first book

was a struggle and I stated so, due to less than stellar writing and editing. Therefore, I was curious

to see if Ken Rossignol has improved in writing fiction.So, how did he do?Well, let's address the

quality of the writing and editing: much improved compared to the first novel. I didn't manage to

detect any serious typos, misspellings or grammatical errors, unless they were in quotes, in which

case I don't speak of those, since most dialogue is, if it is to be believable, will have grammatical

flaws. That's what lends credibility, in my book.What about the plot and the scenario?Admittedly, it

takes a huge leap to suspend disbelief in several instances. Because I detest reviews that so

thoroughly discuss the story that there is no reason to read it myself. But I even more vehemently

loathe spoilers. Therefore, what I feel comfortable in stating is:1 - if you can get past the incredible

assassination attempt early in the book, especially the implausible action by the secret service in

response to that attack, then Return of the Sea Empress may well entertain you.2 - if you have any

thoughts that Fidel Castro sincerely puts the health and financial well-being of the Cuban people

first, then I am sure you can suspend all serious disbelief sufficiently to sit back and enjoy the good

read that Return of the Sea Empress is.Myself, although I was offered a free copy for review

purposes, I purchased my copy, since I wanted to see it in its Kindle format and because I've

derived great pleasure from this writer's nonfiction offerings.I was no able to easily overcome my

disbelief. Although doing so is pretty important to me, it is not entirely necessary, with books,

anyway, or I never would have read Lord of the Rings, Harry Potter, or Stephen King's The

Stand.Therefore, if you enjoy a well-written and well-edited story of intrigue on the high seas, give



this story a shot. Unlike other reviewers, though, I don't think it is necessary to read the first book in

the series to get a feel for the main characters.

This was a great book! I simply couldnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t put it down from the moment I started

reading it. I am a huge fan of epic mystery and adventure novels and tend to be very critical when

analyzing and reviewing a book such as this. But I am happy to report that this one is an absolute

winner! The storyline is so well done. Each part of the story transitions nicely into the next making

the whole saga that plays out believable. The characters are also very colorful and well done. I

loved Captain Johnny BlackÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s character, along with the two main characters Danny

& Marsha Jones. Now I donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t like to give away plots when I review a book,

especially one as good as this one. But if you like books of this genre, then you will absolutely fall in

love with this book!

The Return of the Sea Empress is the second book I have read by this author. The first one really

captured my attention, so I was looking forward to reading this book. What I like about this author's

writing style is that the storytelling is very vivid. The dialogue between the characters kind of feels

like you are watching a well-produced movie. The spoken interaction of the characters comes

across very realistically. This story also flows at a fast pace with plenty of action and intrigue to keep

you turning pages. I also like how the story and characters are set in more modern times with

modern age villains and situations. This is a very entertaining read that grabs your attention and

keeps it!

The fun continues with the RETURN OF THE SEA EMPRESS. Add to your Must Read List, you will

not be disappointed.Please check "Yes" if you have found this review helpful. I rely upon others'

reviews to make an informed decision anytime I make a purchase, so it is my intention to help

others do the same. I welcome any questions or feedback.

I enjoyed re-visiting the Sea Empress. There was less death and violence this time. I am ready to go

on any curise as long as Danny and Marsha Jones are on the ship with me. This was a more

leasurly cruise in spite of having a Person of Interest as one of the passengers. As usual, I can

hardly wait to read the next book in this series. Thank you Ken Rossignol for keeping me interested.

Wow! I'd need a vacation from the vacation if I was Danny. The non-stop action kept me turning



pages long into the night. Sign me up for the next voyage!

Wow! Ken Rossignol does it again. From beginning to end there is action. I will say though it would

be helpful to read the first in the series to get all the back bone of the Couple Marsh and Danny.

They never seise to amaze me how well they work together to figure out the crime. The voyage of

The Sea Empress will never leave you feeling you didn't get your monies worth. I am really looking

forward to reading the next book in the series.

It seemed like it just got going and was over. Enjoyable and not boring... that's saying a lot since so

many books are too boring to finish. I can see a lot more books with this theme coming along
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